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Abstract 
A critical observation of Conference theme [CT] non-complaint was made at 
the last November, 2017, World Educators Forum [WEF] conference at 
Delta State University, Abraka. A great deal of the conference time went by in 
the plenary sessions addressing realignment and refocusing of manuscripts to 
the CT for suitability prompting this review brief. The readily available WEF 
documents for the years 2015, 2016 and 2017 on announcing and compiling 
conferences’ manuscript titles and abstracts analyses and syntheses support 
the observation. Failure to understand CT could be the challenge. Scientific 
understanding of the CT and subthemes would enhance adoptation and 
adaptation. Skill development in divergence and unity is encouraged in the 
researcher who complies with the CT. In so doing, quality is enhanced as CT 
stays focused to generate in-depth knowledge for publication. 
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In November, 2017, the World Educators Forum [WEF], Nigeria has 

successfully had its annual and 6thInternational Conference, at Delta State University, 
Abraka. It is already looking forward to Dar es Salaam University, Tanzania, 2018, for 
the seventh. As a result, under consideration now is its conference theme [CT]. This is 
a laborious and time consuming process to arrive at a concise, meaningful and relevant 
theme satisfying divergent conferees and authors. An acceptable CT ought to be 
attractive, beneficial to the conferee, conference journal and its readers. To achieve 
these elements, need be to also take retrospective peek vis-à-vis the WEF objectives 
and goals targeted as milestones of successes and challenges. Having travelled the sixth 
milestone, generally, the WEF conferences and publications have found a number of 
unwarranted challenges needing attention. These may be repetitive, commissions or 
omissions. Key amongst them are directly addressing the CT or linking one’s paper to 
the set theme, research features such as statement problem explicitly stated, approach 
and method[s] suitability, verbosity, source of material, citation and referencing. 
Often, even the required number of hard copies of one’s manuscript presented at 
conference are not up to the stated. 
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Irrespective of these short comings listed above, only one, CT is selected for 
the brief review. In this brief, the next section addresses the purpose of the CT study 
with justification. It is followed by efforts the organisers have done to encourage CT 
linkage. Analyses and syntheses of the last three years (2015, 2016 and 2017) 
Programme of Events and Book of Abstracts are presented. To boost the quality of the 
Conference and publications, a positive correlation is sought for from now onwards. 
 
Addressing Conference Theme 

In this maiden brief review of the WEF conferencing and publications, the 
onus falls onto directly addressing the CT or the need to link one’s paper to the set 
theme. It is to discourage such a practice of not tackling the CT at all. Such a practice 
denies both the conference and journal their required focus in dealing with a particular 
stated agenda. Precious time is also robbed of the conference and editors or ‘wasted’. 
Authors ought to observe and follow the flier instructional guides in choosing their 
interest areas. The conference time should be used to address other challenges in the 
final paper presented instead. For that matter, the brief’s purpose is to encourage 
diversity in unison in the CT in order to maximise the conciseness, meaning and 
benefits of the conferencing, publication and readership community. Addressing the 
CT appropriately tells how it had been understood, agreements and disagreements, the 
different researcher lens employed and its justification, facts and reference source, 
analysis and synthesis, results, conclusions and recommendations proffered. That 
implies having a very in-depth knowledge of the set agenda. 
 
Understanding Theme Promotes Meaningful Contribution 

Paper title attraction, meaning and relevance ought to flow together. For 
example, Raff, (2016, para 12) opined: “When I’m choosing papers to read, I decide 
what’s relevant to my interests based on a combination of the title and abstract. But 
when I’ve got a collection of papers assembled for deep reading, I always read the 
abstract last. I do this because abstracts contain a succinct summary of the entire paper, 
and I’m concerned about inadvertently becoming biased by the authors’ interpretation 
of the results”. Raff’s assertion spells the importance of title and abstracts. For her 
reading and understanding of scientific papers well, she would look up for every 
unfamiliar and unknown words and jargons.  
 
What is Real Scientific Understanding?  

“Someone with real scientific understanding”, according to Israel (2016, para 
4 &5), of a subject or a theme is able to make a variety of sophisticated judgments 
about what is presented and how it is presented. She will be able to surmise the choices 
made by the experts. She will be able to imagine what such an exhibit might have 
looked like some years ago or to come. Furthermore, 
She might say about one part of the exhibit, ‘there is some recent research that 
complicates this account.’ Or, ‘they’ve left out something crucial!’Each bit of 
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information will trigger a network of associations that include the names of the 
scientists who contributed to the research behind it, the nature of their research, what 
critical reviewers have said about it, and unanswered questions that it has stimulated, 
which require more research. In general, each bit of information is a hyperlink 
connecting to a web in her mind of concepts, hypotheses, academic journals, books, 
scientists, institutions, and so on – all anchored in a vivid mental picture of specimens, 
excavations, computer modeling programs, museum archives, and so forth. 
Obviously, inferring from Raff and Israel this imagined experience of a person with 
real scientific understanding will hold no room for laziness but for industriousness. 
 
Conference Flier 

One thing that makes WEF flier unique is the further breakdown and sharing 
of the CT with the prospective conferee and author by providing subthemes into as 
many specific fields as possible directly. This act brings clarity of area of interest and 
choice making easier. After all, the intention is to bring scholars from all over the 
world, particularly Africa, to discuss about theory, empirical aspects, methodology, 
teaching and learning, consulting, and publishing on the particular set CT. In the 
forum, critical questions are raised and addressed.  

The WEF Fliers are often explicit with its objectives expressed in the CT and 
subthemes. Besides these subthemes the flier encourages a prospective conferee and 
author to freely coin her/his own topic from the CT or subthemes. WEF Flier (2017) 
submits, “Topic of interest for submission include but not limited to” that 39 stated. 
Yet it is not uncommon to find deviant topics domination at the conference as shown 
in Table 1. 
 
         Table 1: No of Conference Subthemes Listed in Fliers 

No Position and Year 
of Conference 

Conference Theme Number of 
Subthemes 

    
1 6th International 

Conference, 2017 
Meeting the Needs of 
Sustainable Development 
in Africa Through 
Engineering Research and 
Innovation in Education 
 

39 

2 5th International 
Conference, 2016 

Africa’s Education and 
Sustainable Development 
Goals (2030): Where is the 
Critical Nexus? 
 

49 

3 4th International 
Conference, 2015 

Open Education 
Resources: Development 
& Expansion in Africa 
 

22 

Conference Theme and Conference Papers Linkage 
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4 3 total International 
Conferences 

3 CTs 110 

 
These non-complaint or deviant topics “waste” more time in their suitability 

re-alignment and refocusing processes at the conference and editorial. From Table 1, 
the three International Conferences generated 110 subthemes to lead, direct and 
augment conferees and authors’ choice of contributions. Largely this sharing 
assistance was found ignored [See next section and Table 2]. 
 
Programme of Events and Book of Abstracts 

The Programme of Events and Book of Abstracts at hand for this brief review 
are three; from 2015 to 2017. Of concern to this brief is the titles and abstracts 
presented to the conference. From the documents, the three year running happenstance 
are tabulated: Table 2. CTs’ compliant and noncompliant. The sample size is too small 
to allow a reliable calculation of the Pearson correlation coefficient, r. Additional input 
data is required. However, There is inverse correlation from simple physical 
inspection. In descriptive statistical terms, for the 3 years running, a total of 341 entries 
were made of which less than half, 129 being 37.8% were compliant to the conference 
theme and subthemes. The bulk of 212 being 62.2% turned out non-compliant to the 
CTs. The year 2015, out of the three years running, received the best complaints 
submissions of 73 out of 119 being 61.3%. It is on record that a conferee got 
permission to submit his choice out of the CT.  
 Raff (2016) insists that it is necessary to look up for key, new words and 
jargons in scientific papers if they are to be understood well. Poor judgement of 
tterminology, key words and jargons might have contributed to the fall in compliance 
in the subsequent years, 2017 and 2016 respectively: “Meeting the Needs of 
Sustainable Development in Africa Through Engineering Research and Innovation in 
Education”; “Africa’s Education and Sustainable Development Goals (2030): Where is 
the Critical Nexus?”It was found out that “sustainable development goals (2030)” 
[SDGs], “sustainable development”, “national/African development” were used 
interchangeably. In 2017 submissions, for example, out of the 95 being 76% on non-
complaints, well about 20 [21.1%] entries contained “SDGs” related stuff whilst over 
40 [42.1%] contained at least one or both of the terminologies such as “sustainable”, 
“development”. The remaining 35 [36.8%] were on their own. 
 
Table 2: CTs’ compliant and noncompliant 
Position and 
Year of 
Conference 
 

Compliant Percent 
[%] 

Non-
Compliant 

Percent 
[%] 

Total 
Number 
Submitted 

Total 
Percentage 
[%] 

6th 
International 
Conference, 

30 24 95 76 125 100 
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2017 
5th 
International 
Conference, 
2016 
 

26 26.8 71 73.2 97 100 

4th 
International 
Conference, 
2015 
 

73 61.3 46 38.7 119 100 

3 
International 
Conferences 

129 37.8 212 62.2 341 100 

 
The remaining 35 went their own way without any of the CT and subthemes or the 
confused terminologies. For example: “The Structure of Language in Wazombia 
Conversation”. 
 
Conclusion 
 Raising and keeping WEF conferences and publications quality highest is a 
grave concern, hence this self-introspection. This critiqued brief is one form of raising 
the quality of the Conference and subsequent publications. If abided with time will 
saved as well. Conference time should be wisely used to discuss critical and novel 
matters rather than continuing to duel on such unwarranted challenges. Need be to find 
and share in novelty to enhance conferencing as an in-service training for researchers. 
CT and subthemes guidance in the brochure/flier out to be adopted and adapted in 
order turnout some of these unnecessary teething matters. Conformance skill are 
improved for the complaints. There is the need to minimise the non-complaints’ 
submission to the barest minimum if the conference and journal wishes to seek in-
depth knowledge of its set conference theme and subthemes. The furtherance of the 
quality of the conferencing and publication mandates a from time to time review briefs 
be put in place. In the future the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, r would be measured 
to ascertain performance. 
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